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Dear Readers,

It gives us immense pleasure to write something about an entrepreneur who is
source of inspiration to many young graduates, professionals & academicians
from various universities. This is case study based article and we hope Colleges
across the nation would applaud for writing this, which will enable the students to
think from different perspective. We consider ourselves lucky for conducting the
telephonic interview of entrepreneur who shared his life story for the first time
with us, before going to media. The media has wrote his story but about his
business. We have evaluated the marketing strategies & have tried to make it
interesting to the readers.

Happy Reading, Happy Learning.

Dr. Aruna Deshpande
Associate Professor

University of Mumbai's - ADMIFMS

Mr. Parth Salunke Dr. Aruna Deshpande

Mr. Parth Salunke
MMS Student

University of Mumbai's - ADMIFMS
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Entrepreneurs get involved in entrepreneurship business opportunities regardless
of the firm size, big or small. Tea in India is much more than just a beverage. If you
want a break from work, you go to have tea. This  business idea was an inspiration
of Mr. Jagdish Kumar, who got Inspired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his
‘Make in India’ campaign, a non-resident Indian (NRI) gave up his green card and
wrapped up his hospitality business in New Zealand and returned to India in
December 2018. The journey to set up this business and the immense difficulties he
faced with respect to having licences, getting skilled labour, and starting the
operations. 
This case study will enable people to think from different perspective of innovation
even if the business is very small; you can create a bigger brand step by step. Just do
not think of lucrative job titles but think of innovation by taking inspiration and
dedication from within you. It describes the journey of an ambitious entrepreneur
who returned India; looking at promising future of tea market of our nation. It will
also encourage aspiring entrepreneurs to take it as a case study and discuss
Management lessons to enhance their career opportunities.
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Abstract 

Introduction
It is the journey of an entrepreneur who creatively designs, launches and runs his
own business idea, and believes in, “Money is not everything but to be someone is!”
The marketing acumen of the entrepreneur by taking existing opportunity is
peerless.  Entrepreneurs create something new, something different which they
change or transmute into value.
 Regardless of the firm size, big or small, they can get involved in entrepreneurship
opportunities. The opportunity to become an entrepreneur requires four criteria.
First, there must be opportunities or situations to recombine resources to generate
profit. Second, entrepreneurship requires differences between people, such as
preferential access to certain individuals or the ability to recognize information
about opportunities. Third, taking on risk is a necessity. Fourth, the entrepreneurial
process requires the organization of people and resources.  This case discusses the
three aspects that add flavors to have a thriving career



What if, you are given an opportunity to open a business of selling tea or
catering? What would you choose – A) Premium Shop or B) Street Vendor? Most
of us would choose to open a premium shop and will start applying marketing
fundamentals like SWOT Analysis, Evaluating competitive landscapes,
Promotion, Branding, Digital marketing such as affiliate marketing and many
more.

Now, think you were graduated in hotel management and got job opportunity in
foreign country with rewarding career. Will you choose to come back India and
start fresh business even if hope for success is less than 20%? Most of us will stay
back at the same job because we fear of failure and risk. We may not be satisfied
with very less income and believe in earning a stable amount.

What if, you were running the hotel industry in the times of crisis? Can you
imagine the innovations that can be brought in your business, Most of us will try
to sell with online delivering partners?

If you are given a chance to choose the customers according to incomes, what
would you select? A) High B) Middle or C) Low income customers – Most of us will
decide based on our product quality, market requirements, profitability,
production cost etc.

Brainstorming – go for it! 

Research Methodology  
This article is a case study prepared by interacting with Entrepreneur through
email and telephone. It is a primary study which describes the journey of
ambitious entrepreneur who returned to India, who looked at the promising
future of tea market of India, and how business opportunity got converted into a
successful venture. 



A) Early Career: What if you were admitted to government schools in times
were students were taught in tents? Most of us will not feel good; same was
the case with Mr. Jagdish Kumar – NRI Chaiwala. He was born in destitute
family with 4 sisters and 2 brothers, where their father was a bus driver and
mother was housewife. He studied in government school where even rains
entered in tents. English as a subject during those times started in 12th
grade, passionate jagdish for English started speaking while bathing,
travelling and leisure times. Anyhow Jagdish managed to get his FY B.com
from PGDAV College, Sriniwas Puri, New Delhi and further started
preparing for IHM CET exam for hotel management with shortlisted for
interview rounds. With no proper English language Jagdish started
preparing for interview in English for 3 to 4 weeks with mugging words like
parrot.  He fortunately managed to clear and got selected for IHM Bhopal. 

B) Training and experience:   Jagdish was so fervent about his field that while training at imperial group
of hotels he worked for 16 to 18 hours and not less than 14 hours despite of regular timings. Career
oriented jagdish got job offer at PVR Saket in year 2002 with INR 45,000 but he rejected after couple of
days and joined small hotel in Gurgaon with Rs. 3400 only. Elated with this offer, he worked with
dedication for 10 to 12 hours and one day a senior refereed him to Mr. T K Murthy in Jodhpur and said “If
you impress him, he can take you to heights”. He then started working in Jodhpur and went through
normal routine job for 3 weeks and entered in director’s cabin and vocalized the demand to work in bars
with regular morning shift. He worked day and night with consistent hard work, after working for 5-6
months; executive director Mr. Murthy called him and asked will you come here in Bahrain- Middle
east? Jagdish trusted and said I will be there after 1 month resignation notice. 

 Can Dedication, Inspiration & Innovation –
Spice up your Life?

  The Case Study discusses the three aspects that add flavors to have a thriving career. It is the
journey of an entrepreneur who always believed “Money is not everything but to be someone is!”
The marketing acumen of the entrepreneur by taking existing opportunity is peerless.

Dedication 

He worked for 2 years as food
and beverage supervisor and
further promoted as manager.
His room in Bahrain was full of
charts as ambitious Jagdish had
sent resumes to 15,000 hotels
and feared if he forgets the
name. Gavin Snowball called and
took interview for 1 hour and he 

 was there on board in New Zealand – Ashburtons trust group of hotels. Operated 7 banquets as a
functions manager and then 15 food & beverage outlets as manager, working 4 years he resigned but
stayed back as opening team member assisting in designing the ambience. 



With earning an income of 20-25 lakhs monthly, Jagdish returns
back to India in December, 2018 with avidity in goals of PM Shri
Narendra Modi. He says, after Modi government came in 2014;
International relations and racism was ameliorated. He is
inspired by the goals of PM of India like Make in India, Startup
India, and Digital India. People across the world look India as
the potential market to invest. With the pandemic of Covid-19
and before a long time phase the government of India has
pushed the aim towards innovations and our country is crafting
the perfect thoughts towards it. According to the reports of 12th
Global Innovation Index (24th July, 2019) India has climbed 29th
position from being on 81st position in year 2015 to 52nd
position. The report also indicates that Singapore is using the
more innovative inputs and ranked 1st position. India has also
outperformed on innovation relating to the GDP of the nation
(GII report, 2019). India has established itself as the startup
ecosystem being matured and with 15% growth in funding
amount in year 2019 (Data Labs - 24th Jan, 2020).

Inspiration 

Different Ideas and Innovations keep on adding benefit to business organizations (New as well as
existing). The year 2020 has affected the hotel and tourism industry the most and customers are not
ready to visit the ambient hotels or best tourist places as the COVID-19 has covered different countries.
Do these industries require the innovation, dedication and can fulfill new hopes of customers?

Innovations benefit the business organization in increasing the productivity, marketing your business
products, making the competition the tough one, improving brand recognition, improved profitability
and many more. As Dean Kamen said “Every once in a while, a new technology, an old problem and a big
idea turn into an innovation”

Inspired by Prime Minister of India & his campaigns - Mr. Jadish Kumar gave up his
green card  and muffled  his hospitality business and came India.



A) Starting point: Moving India he started his SWOT analysis, did research of potential markets and opt
for Nagpur location; as he said that in Nagpur IT employees were paid Rs. 25,000/- and Gurgaon,
Bangalore  employees were paid superior to Nagpur employees. Taking note of lacking quality of food
and beverages, Jagdish departed from home at 9:00 am for approaching companies in Nagpur (Nihaan-IT
hub). With clear vision he started offering tea as a street vendor (Idea to let people taste). His Tea
varieties were well liked and Acculers Company invited him to serve for breakfast, there he introduced 7
to 8 varieties of tea. Popularity for his tea got a call from Infosys and asked him to serve for 7 days on
trail basis; Quality, taste and variety made a special place for Infosys and with a week he received
agreement. Jagdish also added that “I don’t know why people underestimate chai industry while they are
aware that this is approximately 6 to 8k crore industry”

Jagdish believes that tea is second consumed liquid after water
and it stimulates and refreshes in morning with its importance
cannot be confined in words. Tea is believed to be originated in
china as the medicinal drink and India was introduced to tea by
British East India Company when started plotting colony of
lands for tea cultivation. Jagdish remarks; our tea of Assam and
Darjeeling is famous with well loved spicy chai, using countries
rich spices.
He finds the potential in tea market; before entering, he did
research and found that Indians are still drinking in traditional
way; we need to initiate the variety of tea by wield of different
raw materials.

Innovation: (Different tea leaves variety and new recipes)
 

B) CORPBITE Company Introduced: An employee at Infosys
persuaded him and proposed to invest by inception of his first
outlet in Noida. He kicked off NRI Chaiwala with 3 outlets
under its name: Chotu Chaiwala (Brand Ambassador is his own
son), Chat House and Unlimited24. His outlet at chat house
included all the famous chats from different parts of India.
Today his company started in may, 2019 named “CORPBITE”
clutches 11 brands of new food and beverages, outlets are very
popular and very busy with foot fall of many hundreds. The
company has 35 varieties; 25 normal (like: Elaichi, Tandoori) and
10 newly invented.



D) Limbering up emotions and discounts during weather
Emotions of customer play a vital role; taking into account Jagdish introduced “Dosto Wali Chai” with
tag line “Aaj Kaun Pilayega Chai”. Jadish also remarked that when the atmosphere is rainy, they also
offer discounts with pakora to attract customers. 

1) Mummy Ke Hathwali Chai (Indian mothers utilizing various medicinal plants & herbs)
2) Pyar Mohabbat Wali Chai (For couples with decorative rose petals)
3) Mardo Wali Chai (Strong in body, big in size)
4) Corporate Wali Chai (As per corporate culture)
5) Desh Wali Chai (Attaching the nation’s emotion)

E) COVID 19 CRISIS – An Opportunity:
Jagdish being risk taker and optimistic grasped the crisis
(COVID-19)  beforehand when introduced in china by
leveraging the opportunity; Created new variety of chai
called “MULETHI TEA – Anti corona RAMBAAN” and
people started preferring his tea in corporate. Further
when ancient mythology RAMAYAN started during lock
down, he introduced few varieties of tea like: 

 “ANTI COVID-19 BHRAMASTRA – Immune boosting
turmeric tea” 
“ANTI CORONA MOHINI ASTRA – Immune boosting
cinnamon thyme tea”
“ANTI COVID-19 SURYASTRA – Immune boosting
ginger lemon tea”

C) High life with getting back to ancient stalls: With his
popular tea varieties he started marketing idea of ancient
ambience, where a dhaba style was famous and recreated
restaurant themes by having Mithun and Bachchan’s
poster which was used for film promotions earlier, started
old radio songs and a shutter TV.  This all ideas let his
customers touched the flashback memories and gave
millennials a contemplation.



F) Immunity booster tea for kids & Yoga Maya Chai

Immunity booster tea for kids was also innovated which has
multiple benefits like strengthen immune system, good for
bones, muscles, healthier blood, weight gain and better
concentration with three basic targeted areas like brain
booster, energy booster & body growth.
Inspired by PM with contributing to good deeds, a
innovative chai which would help individuals to double the
benefit of yoga – YOGAMAYA chai was brought. It has 35
unique herbs & spices combined with rich natural
antioxidants too. Yoga is a powerful tool to deal with stress
of uncertainty and isolation to maintain physical well being,
so infusing it with chai magnifies its benefits such as it is
good for detoxifying & increasing metabolism.

Social Work – The Wise Choice: Jadish who believed in serving
humanity started immunity booster tea and served during the
times of pandemic to our needy brothers & sisters with biscuits
to boost their immunity. He has never shared the tea recipes
with his wife but shared the immunity booster tea recipe with
our nation. 



Spirit of further expansion:   Corpbite Company was able to make a turnover of 1.2cr in a year and
consistently promising new products as they have introduced Tea powders and tea bags, ready for
exporting to different nations and has got national level distributors, exporters and big super
market waiting for him to deliver his variety of tea leaf (Chai Patti) with online platform ready as
well. They have also introduced franchisee for outlets across the nation. Jadish says he is trying to
expand his business pan India as soon as he can; few visions forthcoming:
•  To provide 1500 employment by 2021.
• NRI Chai café pan India expansion – Introducing variety of tea to Indian market.
• Targeting elite weddings and venues.
• NRI Chaiwala (Tea leaf) in retail outlets – Indian and overseas.
• Motivating youth for startups by associating with Startup India, Make in India.
• Looking for investors for starting Production and Marketing.

Findings: The journey of entrepreneur was dedicated and always found learning’s more important
than money. The marketing was targeted through emotions attached with customers, brining
varieties to tea, taking back to ancient ambience, looking at the present needs of customers &
schemes were changed. The innovation in tea was brought by introducing herbal & ayurveda tea as
well. The COVID-19 was also taken as opportunity by the entrepreneur by introducing tea varieties
& by sharing the recipe which helped branding of the company as well. The way of targeting his
customer segment with opening stalls before the factory to let them taste first was also unique way
of marketing. Overall with selling tea, a whole customer experience is also served. Tea innovation
was also made for kids for which the idea of tea never came. Yoga exercise related chai also was an
innovation.

Conclusion 
This case study will enable the students across management colleges to think from different
perspective of innovation even if the business is very small; to create a bigger brand step by step.
Just we need not think of lucrative job titles but think of innovation by taking inspiration and
dedication from within you. The entrepreneur skills are reflected with innovation in tea even when
Pandemic was worst-hit to country. It is your dedication, Inspiration and innovation that rules how
much flavors you have added in developing a business organization and yourself. Risk taking
attitude must be inculcated in students across the nation and dedication for ones goal should be
made realized.

“It’s not about how poor your family is, it’s not about which
premier college graduate you are, it’s not about just earning
money – It’s about dedication, inspiration and innovation”



Recommendations
• Metro cities & Malls can be targeted when opening the franchisee.
• YouTube channel which keeps on bringing innovative videos of food industry can be invited to
popularize the tea.
• In times COVID-19, hospital tie ups should be made, so patients of corona would have received
immunity.
• Online Platforms like IGTV should be utilized to change the perception of tea from refreshment
to healthy drink.
• Mobile marketing with mobile friendly website should be created depending on locations and
customer experience.
• Affiliate Marketing can be given a try.
• Tea Powder should made available at hyper markets, grocery stores and all retail markets.
• Price should be set as per affordability of lower income groups.
• Awareness of benefits received from herbal tea should be explained while marketing and
customers should be encouraged to use local products.
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